Introduction.
Let A" be a random variable with distribution function F(x) and characteristic function <j>(z) -JUa, eUxdF(x). The sequence of partial sums \Sn\ will be said to be generated by X if Sn = y.Li A", where Xi, • ■ • , Xn, ■ • ■ are independent, identically distributed random variables with distribution function F(x).
Let the abbreviations i.o. and f.o. denote the phrases "infinitely often" and "finitely often," respectively.
The sequence {Sn} generated by the random variable X is said to oscillate if A sufficient condition for oscillation of the sequence Sn, convenient for the application of results concerning partial limit laws of normed sums of independent and identically distributed random variables, will be obtained. When £(1x1 )< «>, the problem considered will be shown to be equivalent to a problem dealt with by K. L. Chung 
and W. H. J. Fuchs [l](2).
The necessary and sufficient condition for the oscillation of the sequence {S"\ generated by X will be obtained. The necessary and sufficient condition is used to obtain a class of random variables each of which generates sums 5n which satisfy P <\\m 15» | « » i = P ihm inf 5" = -oo i = P <lim sup Sn -oo > =1 (1.2) and (1.3) limP{5" > 0} = 0 n-»» simultaneously.
2. Preliminary results. Zero cannot be the only recurrent value since X9¿0 with positive probability. There must then be two values a > 0, b < 0 which are recurrent values, that is, given any e>0 P{ \Sn -b\ < t i.o.} = P{ | Sn -a\ < e i.o.} = 1.
Let e<min (a, \b\). Then If f(z) is a complex-valued function, let Re f(z) and Im f(z) denote the real and imaginary parts of f(z), respectively. Let log2 2 = log { -log 2} and log" 2 = log {log"_i 2}, n > 2.
Lemma 2.3. The sequence {Sn} generated by X has no recurrent values if the characteristic function <p(z) of X is such that 1 -Re faz)
for some e > 0 and an integer n ^ 1.
A necessary and sufficient condition that there be recurrent values [l] is that rs 1 lim I - 3. Application of the sufficient condition. One makes use of Lemma 2.1 and the study of the infinitely divisible laws as partial limit laws of normed sums of independent random variables to characterize a class of random variables each of which generates partial sums Sn that oscillate. Random variables with no finite first moment are of interest since Chung and Fuchs have completely solved the problem for random variables having a first moment. Theorem 3.1. Let the sequence Sn be generated by a random variable X with distribution function F(x). If there are monotone sequences n/e-> °° and ak-> oo of positive integers and positive numbers respectively such that
wÄere ß(-x) is finite for \x\ >0 o«¿ Í2(-oo) = fi(oo) =0, (iv) S2(x) increases somewhere in both the ranges x>0 and x<0, /Äe« /Ae sequence {S"} oscillates.
W. Doeblin [2] has shown that if conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied, the normed subsequence Snk/ak has a limiting distribution function as k-»c°w hose characteristic function is
Note that il(x) is nondecreasing in the ranges x>0 and x<0. If Í2(x) increases somewhere in both the ranges x>0 and x<0, the limiting distribution function attributes positive probability to both positive and negative values, that is, lim P \-> ol > 0, lim P \-< ol > 0.
This follows from the fact that the characteristic function exp {£(«<"-1-^;) <*>(*)} is the limit of a sequence each element of which is the characteristic function of a weighted sum of properly centered independent and non-identically distributed Poisson random variables (see [4, pp. 173-180] ).
But then Lemma 2.1 implies that the sequence {S"} oscillates. for every constant c>0. There is no oscillation of the partial sums generated by a random variable X with distribution function F(x) if a^ß. Assume a=/3. Then a sufficient condition for the partial sums generated to oscillate is that there be a positive integer n and constants ki, k2>0 such that (1-Re fofo))2
But 11 -faz) I and 1 -Re faz) have the same behavior at zero as can be seen where A is such that P{A_ = â}, P{A+ = A}>0. Now (4.18) X-^ X ^ X+.
X-, X, X+ have distribution functions with the same behavior at -oo and + oo. Therefore A_, X, X+ have characteristic functions with the same behavior as z-»0. In view of what has been proved, A_ and X+ generate partial sums which either oscillate together or are both positive finitely often with probability one or are both negative finitely often with probability one. Hence, the theorem applies to X in view of (4.18). 
